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ABSTRACT
This study examines the potential of adult-guided

sOciodramatic play for improving Children's interpersonal 4
problemHsolving skills. Nineteen females and 21 males from 3 separate
.kindergarten classrooms participated in the study. Within each of the
three classiooms, children were randomly assigned.to experimental and
control groups. For both'gromps,:the experimenter acted both from
outside the play group by giving suggestions, classifications, and so
on,.and*from within the play setting by particippting.as a. co- player.\

. In'the experimental group only, the investigator included additional
behavior intended to stimulate children's problem-solving skills.

,Pretest and posttest-scores were obtained for each child in both

:and adult play and probl
t

i-solving behavior were recorded on 'scale
r (PIPS) ,the Preschool terpersonal Problem Solving Test (PIPS,

developed by the author. Results indicated that adult intervention in
Childrem's sociodramatic play can increase generation ofstrategies
for solving interpersonal problems. (Author /MP)
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Soc °dramatic play was used as a contextto stimulate kindergarten children's
,
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gen ration 2 strategies for interpersonal problems. The same technique zia's, g
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us =d in both experimental and contiol, grcinps to improve 'sociod6matic play
. -
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be vior. In the experimental group only, interpersonal problem solving stimuli
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were presented within the play setting. The Preschool,Interpersonal Problem'
\
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Solving Test (PIPS) was used to assess children's interpersonal problem solving.

'Sociodramatic play was verified by use of a sale adapted from SmIjansky (1968)
.

and Rosen(104): Adult play and problem Solving behavior were recorded on a

scale deVeloped by the'iuthor. Resultsindicat "that adulk.interventidn in
\
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/
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childrenrs sociqdramatic play can increase their generation of strategies for
l '

solving interpersonal problems. Specific attention is given to experimental

training-techniques.
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Sociddramatic,Play: A Tool for
1Mproving Children's Interpersonal
Problem:Solving Skills*
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Recent attention to children's iinterpersonal'problem solving skills has
focused on how children gain understanding of their social world. Scholars --

interested in socialization-presumethat the way in ,which children think about
otherS has,adeffeeqon thelr.interpersonal relationShips (Shasta, 1975). Many

stuaei apk for a verbal responge from children about how ;hey think
another child feels or what he or she plans to do in a particular situation
(Borke, 1973) The other person may be a hypOthetical person; a known but
absent person, or a stranger who is present",

Cues' given children in these situations are dilferent from those in real
life situations, where children receive cues such as facial expression; voice
inflection, body language, and size of person involved. Furthermore, real,life
interactions usually allow children to draw on previOns experiences to give them
indications of hbw certain individuals will usually 'respond. Despite these
differences between research and real life one common elemynt in both is that
the environment has an effect on how dhildren respond to a stimulus: Children, d
as well as adults,

of
to and rely upon situation cues in their,interpretation,

and understanding of individuals behavior (Flapan, 1968).
For young children, sociodrhma, or "pretend play" is a large part of their

daily play activity (Rosen, 1974; Sm*.asky, '1968, 1971). In playing with other \
children in an imaginaiY setting, they gain clearer, understanding of hoviother's
feelings\and perspectives may differ from their own. Sociodramatip play provides
uportunfties for children to consider the demandS of other children and respond
in a variety of ways; by changing roles and assigning various.functions to
inanimate objects, they become aware of different ways of viewing the.world.
SoPiodramatic play Is'an adaptive gystem which, becauFe of its unique role in
integrating personal experience, prepares children fOr varied demands_and solving
real life ProbleiS (tUttapsmith, 1975),. The importance of sociodramatic play ,

and its potential for imikoving interpersonal skills has been addressed By such
scholars as Burn& Brainerd (1979); Bruner (1972), Dansky (1980), Erickson ,(1963),
Piagei (1962), and Sylva, Bruner & Genova (1976).

This paper describes an adult guided sociodramatic play activity *that was
used with small groups Of children to improve their interpersonal problem solving
skills. If students-can successfully transfer learning from a play situ
one where they must verbally,respond to an interpersonal problem, then a potential,
educational benefit of sociodiamatic play for improving social.problem solving
skillg would be established.

Subects. Forty children in public school, kindergarten classrooms partici-
pated in this study. The sample of middle class children was drawn frouCa
midwestern community and included19 females and 21 males from thtee sep ate

r kindergarten classroomS. Within each of the three classes; children re,

randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. The experim0 al group
totaild2I'aiiCriengubdiVided into six small gronps;'esol(4 ;he groups._ , .....

bad three children and four groups each had four children. The control group
was divided into. four small groups. Due to class scheduling, ,conflicts, it was
necessary for groups size to be three, four, five, and six members respectively.

*For a copy:of the complete scale andilistructions for the Adult Play and Problem,,
SolvIngSCalei,contact.authar at above address.
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Procedure. For both the experimental and control groups, there were six
thirty minute'sessions, spanning a two week period. 'A specific set of guide-.
lines directed the experimenter's sociodramatic play bdhavior in both groups
and is similgr to that developed by Freyburg (1973) and SmilAnskY.-(1968).
That is, the experimenter acted both from outside the play group by giving
suggestions, clarifying, etc., and from within, the play setting by participating
as a co- player. MorespeCifically, adult play behavior included: (1) reminding
children of previous play settings, ,(2) destyibing children's play behavior,
(3) probing for children to identify a role they had assumed in the.play,setting,
(4) suggesting roles for children to play, (5) stimulating children to expand.
appropriate rolepla*ng behavior, (6)-treating conditions:for Interaction
between players, (7) praising children for play behavior, (8) ;using play props,
and (9) 'assuming s make-believeliole.

,.-

, .

In the experimental group only, the experimenter included 4aditional behavior
intended to stimulate thildren's problem solving skills. Since spontaneity is
valued as a crucial aspect Of children's natural play behavior, no preliminary

% effort was made. to structure or design activities. As part of the experimental.

condition, the experimenter (1) described an interpersonal problem, (2) created
InteiTersonal,problems lor.children to solve, (3) repeated children's suggested
solutions; (4) askedfor:solutions.to.,Interpersonal problems, ,(5) praised
children for probieg'solving behavior and (6). verbally offered solutions. to

, .,.
. problems-.-------,---- -, .

. q
''The following hypothetical situation (based on pilot data) illustrates the.

,differenceS in adult interaction'between the experimental and control group set-
tings as well as provides a mare specific description on the training process.

Situation:* Two children are playing castle. The first Child assumes the
role.Of '"Queen," complete with costume clothes, while the second child assumes
the tole of "Royal Cook" and busies herself with.kitchen tools. An argument I

'soon develops because the "Queen" who decides She would 'like to cook' begins taking
all the dishes frOm the "1037A1 Cook." The "CooPpushes the."Queen," saying,
"Those are,,my dishes. -You put them- ack.." Adult-response to_this situation
depends upon the group, as.he folloWing indicates.

. A

Experimental groUp: The adult assumes almake-believe role as the Queen's
Mother and says, "You and the cook, seem to be arguing. Is there a problem here?"
The children usually respond by identifying the problet. The Queen's Mother (i.e
the adulrexperimenter) Poses this question:. "Queen, what can you do so you .

can get a chance to use the cashes?'" _if the child responds, "Hit r,' then the 4

adult prods for another possible strategy:. "Okay; but' if that doesn't work,, is
there anything'else you can do?" Atthat point, the/adult, still participating
as a player, continues, encouragement of the play'episodeas wall,as generation

,

of ways of-iolming other problems in theplay'setting.
.

-Control group{ The adult,willingdy.!assumes a make believe role in the.play.
setting. .She makes verbal statements relative tf3 the episode: "He;lo, Royal
Cook, what are you fixing? Queen, 'Have yoU seen my royal jewels ?', However, she
makes no effort (other than preventing children .from hurting.each other) to resolve
or' direct the children in: resolving the jnterpersonal aoriflict. ... ;

Analysis. The measurement desig4 forthis. study was in thtte parts: First,
,

',pre- and Posttest scores were obtained for.each child inhOthgroups on the,IV-L
School IntekperSonal Problem Solving Test (Shura& Spivack, 1974). 1311?

_PIPS is designed to measure students' abiliy to generate various,strategie's for
'solving interpersonal problemso.. The test isdivied,ireto two parts: Per problems
'and authority problems. In the ,section on peer Problem solliing,..a hypothetical
situation is presented in which cm:m011de has something another child' wants. In
the.second part on authrity problems, a situation is created in which the child, ,
having done something that. could make "Mother" Angry, is asked to think.of.ways
to avoid her anger. A more,ctimpleie.descriptiofi dfthetesting procedure, validity
and reliability measures, spring System, and.correlations with.teaCher ratings

., o\.. ,ey
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are reported elsewhere (See Shure; Spivack, & Jaeger, 1971; Spivack & Shyre, 1974;
and Spivack, 'Platt & Shure,_ 1976)..

4 '

The second and third aspects of the data collection ntocess required video-
taping each of the six sessions for both the experimental and control groups.
A three minute segment from each of t'he six sessions of each subgroip within the
large experimental and control'groups was randomly selected_for coding. These
data were then evaluated in two ways. Small group play behavior was coded on the
Play ObAerrtion Scale to verify.the presence or 4bsence of sociodramatic play

-...,
(See Table I) This measure was adantedAtrom the work of Stifansky (1968)t,and

;Rosen (1974). Five\elements of sociodramatic play were coded: imitative role
Play, make-believe with objects, make-believe about actions and situations, inter-

, .
. -

. . 1,action and verbal communisation. .

, . ,

,.
''he experimenter's behavior was'also coded, using these same randomly selected'

. video tape segments, according to the play behavior and problei solving behavior
depicted in Table 2. This coding was to assess salient differences in the experj.7..
menter's behavior between the two groups. The first section of this scale focuses
on adult play behavior as described in earlier sections of this paper. The'second
part of the instrument is designed to assess adult auflag4--solthz behavior, intended
for the experimental group only. ,

..

Results. The statistical procedure known as analysis of covariance (ANCOVA)
was used toqcompare the group means on the EreachaalIns,eLpessgral212ePrSlv'g,
,Ter, .Although children in the control group scored slightly higher on the PIPS

1 preteSt, the difference between, groups was not statistically significant. The
resuIfs%Of the ANCOVA on the posttest scores favorothe experimental'group
(F
1, 37 -4 6.55, p .015). Interestingly, the experjmental groups advantage stems

6 mainly from their better performance on the section dealing with interpersonal
problemg_with peers (experimental'group Y.,-. 6.55, SD = 1.82; control group r= 5.00

A

,

!.

SD r- 2.28) as, oppdsed to authority figures.,\The PTPS scores give clear evidence
that children can be trained to generate an 'increased number of solutions to inter-
personal problems.

Data collected from the Play Observation Scale revealed that the experimental
and control groups were.quite similar Zas intended). The comnarabilify of spcio-
dramatic play experiences in the twd groups is evident'in.Table An indication
of the high level'of'sociodramatic play was the finding'th, 3. percent of the
experimental'xperimenfal group segments and'90 percent of the control groan segpents contained_
all five elements of sociodramatic play. Given the results from the previous
measure the pccurience of adult play 'behavior reported in -Table 2 is hardl,y
surpriSing. That is, there was no statistical difference betWeen,the groups.

In addition to the erAchment of aoniodramatic\play, the experimenter included
interpersonal problek'solving stimuli in sessions with the experimental group.
Results of these sessions are alio presented in Table 2 and provide evidence that
modeling and stimulation for interpersonal' problem

\
solving were provided for,the

experimental group ohly. ,
Discussion.' The sociodramatic play techniques described here suggest an-.

effective context for adult interaction with yoUng children to,stimulate'theit
solving interpersonal problems. Previoys siUdieS flame supported the contention
that adults eating in specific ways can'-enrich play Skills., Othei
researchers have provided:trainingprograms toimprove interpersonal problem solving,
skills. This study, hawcambined elements of each to tap children's naturally,
occurring activities add adult expertise in guiding children'to successful problem P
solving. Techniques such as'the one used h e may prove.useful inteaching and
..assessment of ,interpersonal problem solving kills and' have the added'benefir of
being ,enjoyable.

A
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Table ..1
,

_____:_0_ccurrente_Cf_Sociodramatic--Play2

.
-

'
0 .

Soandtamatic
Play

,

Characteristics', .
-..

,

.

-,

SegMents Contiininm:SociodraMatic
.

'' ,' PlayrCar teristXb

'- txper' ntal

Grarp-

.
Control :

-' Group ..

'Number of .

Tegmenti
(out of 23)

.......

-.--,----

.

Peitent

Number of
Segments .

(out of 10)
.

''

Percent

..

.,

Imitative role. play.
.

-. .

21

C ,

-

.

,

I

. 91.
.

.

I

9
.

.

.

,

90

.

.

,

.46

.

,c,h1=1-chrldh (1 Or more),

a ssume a make- ,

believe role and
express it in .4

imitative attic* -4"

and verbalizatift.
.

Make-believe-With
. #

19

.

.

.

.83
-4

,

,

10
._

. .

4

.

96
-

.

.2

,

.

oblects:
Movemehtsor-verbal
declaratiOns sub-.
.stitute for real

objects...,
.

Make - believe wit-h
-.

.,
..

.

21

.

.

.

.

91=

.

.

,

.

. .

.

0
.

--_,..--

90 .

-

,

.46

.

actions and' .

situations
Verbal desdriptiOnS

/

substituteAfor - ,

actions and -

Situations.
..,-

. .

Inieractik
.

, 21_= :

.

,

91

,

10 .

.

.

.

100
.

,

8

, .

-

At least two-play-'
ersinteract,in the
play episode.: .
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Table 1 (cunt.)

soaodrhmatic
Play
CharaCteristicS

Segments Containing Sociodramatic
Play-Ch 4dractenisticsW

t

Experimental
Group

Ccintrol

Group

Number of
Segments
(out of ,23)-

Verbal
communication'
Verbal interaction
occurs about the
play episode.

20

Percent

Number of
Segments
(out of 10)

s

Percent
24-

10 100. .32

Ali elements above
Occurring con-
currently in the
sane segent
'The technical'
definition: of

sociodrama tic
play requires
that all five of
the elements be

.,'prasent in a given
play epi;ode.

16

19 83

p calculated using Them 'Fisher -Exact

test for` proportions)

* p .05

r

1.

.

100 .37

Probability Test.

o

a.

(nonparame;ric

'es

,
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Table 2 't

'Occurrence of Adat Play Behavior-
.

ti

Ix

.
c,

Adult
Play Behavior

i

.

Segments

Txperimeiltal'Croup

Number of Seg.;

ments (out of 23)

in Which

.

'Percent

the BehaiiIr 04curred

Control. Group

Number of Seg-
menu; (out of 10)

. -

,
Percent

..

,

_

.
-

Reminds children of
previous play
settings

. .

,

. .

. 3 13

.

.

2 20

.

.

.34

.

0.
to
to.

Ca
4)

co4 .
4.1

'to
0

erI
4.1

Describes children's
play behavior- I

.

.
.

17 4
. .

.

40.

,

.27

Probes for children to
identify,role s/he
has assumed in play.-
setting'

,
.

,- .4

30\

.

, 4

\

40
-t
'.,0

...

Suggests roles for
,thildren to play'

. . '

,
'

5 .

,

22

.

.

2 .'
.

.20 .35

.

.

,

1

0

9:
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0 4 Table-2 (cont.)
e

4

so, 'P...

O

Adult e

' .Play Behaviors

CO

'14 r1,, 00
IQ P /'.1

As **I rI g14
V

I 0

Stimulates (e.g:, lues.,
tionfng,bUggesting) i

children to expand
approiriate role .

playing behavior\
Creates conditions for

interaction betwe\en-

players
Shows physical affection
to children in play

settinik._

Praises children for
piny. behavior

Uses play props

ASsumes a make-
belieV't role

Segments in Which

Experimental Group
.thimber of Seg-

ments:(out of .23) Percent

the Behavior Occurred
Control Group

Number of Seg-
ments (out of my Prcent

)

S
,

17 i,74 7 7.0 .32

3

of.

13..

.17

22.

20

96

2 '

4,1 87' t-
- 10

60.

20

.24

.46

30

100-

.25

.44:

,.32

t
-1--p-calculated-uaing_The_Eislier _Exact :Probability_ Teat (nonparametxic test for proportions)

* p Ad .05

1

f.

1,1
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,Table'3',

2

Occurrene of Adqlt Problem Solving Behavior

. . ,

Adult.
Problem
Solving
Behavior

Experimental
'Group

\ Number
of Seg-
ments
tout
of 23) Percent.

Control
-Gloup

Number
of. Seg-

ments
(out
of 10) Percent 444

Desciibes the
interpersonal
p4)blem 15 1

.0004*

Creates inter-
personal preb-
lemt for
children' to,

solve - 17 7 0

V

.

.00007*

Ov

Repeats:chil-
dren's suggedted
solutions 0' .014*

Asks for
solutions .tb,

interpersonal
problems .

Praises chil-,
dren for /
problem,
solving
behavipr

Verbally pffers
-solutions to
'problem

,

' 10 43

',11 48

0

9

.00007* .

_oalculate4 using_Tho_tisher__Exact-_Probability, .Tedt..
-2't-(nonparametric test for proportions)

* p < .05

0'

4

.014*

.406*

,
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